
 

I’ve always joked that the alternative names for the three Latin Link programmes, Step, Stride and Stay, should be 
Stumble, Stagger and Stuck! Little did I know that the last one would come true! But here I am, ‘stuck’ in the UK until 
borders reopen, planes are flying and God gives me peace to return to Peru. 
However, I am sure that God got me here in the nick of  time; it was whilst I was on my flight to the UK that all my 
reasons for coming for were cancelled (a conference in Poland and training in Spain). So, I am making the most of  
this time that He has given me. I am focussing on the following things: 

Quality time with my mum and dad, trying to be a support during lockdown 
Contact with you, my lovely supporters and sending churches- it helps being in the same time zone! 
Developing the ministry of Buena Tierra 
Supporting my CLC colleagues

Changed plans mean changed priorities. Instead of  
worrying about what I couldn’t do, I focused on what I 
could: encouraging and equipping. So, along with Moisés 
and María del Carmen, we created a new free resource to 
help families enjoy the Bible at home. Also, those in kids 
ministry have been using it online with those they 
normally teach in church. 
It is called ‘Viaja con Pablo’ (Journey with Paul). The four 
stages include a ‘Stay at Home’ Bible study for those 
leading, and then, through a variety of  fun activities, the 
children can ‘Journey with Paul’, ‘Get to Know God’ and 
‘Strengthen their Faith’.  

Each week we travel with Paul and learn from his life and 
experiences with God. The three truths that we emphasise 
in every session encouraged me so much! Maybe they are 
what you need to be reminded of  today too: 

God is good 
God is sovereign 
God has a plan 

Check out the website: www.viajaconpablo.com
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In every pleasure we can enjoy the Father’s generosity 
In every hardship we can enjoy the Father’s formation 
In every prayer we can enjoy the Father’s welcome 
In every failure we can enjoy the Son’s grace 
In every pain we can enjoy the Son’s presence 
In every supper we can enjoy the Son’s touch 
In every temptation we can enjoy the Spirit’s life 
In every groan we can enjoy the Spirit’s hope 
In every word we can enjoy the Spirit’s voice 
In one another we can enjoy God’s love 
In daily repentance and faith we can enjoy God’s 
freedom 

Chapter headings, Enjoying God by Tim Chester 

I felt these chapter titles were rather 
poetic and definitely apt for all the 
different emotions and experiences 
during this crazy time. 

 Which one resonates most with 
you at the moment? 
For me enjoying God more has come 
through letting my creativity flow. 
When I create it gives me joy, helps 
me process and brings peace. 

 What is helping you at this time?
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•That more people will use the Viaja con Pablo 
materials and therefore more children will get to 
know God and strengthen their faith. 

• For wisdom as we develop the resources for Aurora, 
our material for the prevention of child sexual 
abuse. I am beginning to work on improving the 
English version. 

• For Peru as it grapples with horrendous inequalities 
laid bare by the virus. (And Latin America as it 
becomes the next centre of the pandemic.) 

• For my CLC colleagues and their financial resources. 

• For sales to help reestablish the bookshop revenue so 
we can move forwards positively. 

• For peace about the uncertainty of when I’ll be able 
to return to Peru and what the ministry will look 
like. 

Thank you!

The situation in Peru is harsh and lockdown has been strict but despite this infection numbers are still rising. This 
extract from a Time Magazine article on 29 May summarises some of  the issues the country is facing. 

The news reports are hard to read, and I feel distanced from the everyday day realities of  my friends. Not knowing 
when I will go back, and what it will be like there when I do, is difficult. But, as the Viaja con Pablo truths remind me, 
God is good, God is sovereign and God has a plan. 

What’s happening in Peru?

CLC Peru
Shutdown has completely disrupted the plans for getting 
CLC off  the ground and the effects have been quite hard 
for me to accept, especially being so far away. Of  the 10 
CLC employees on the team when I left Lima, only 5 have 
been promised a job as the shops reopen. No one has 
had a contract or income since the end of  March. I 
understand why this has had to happen, but it does not 
make it easy. Most of  all it’s hard for them, especially as 
they are not elegible for government support. 

But again, instead of  thinking about what I can’t do, I have 
decided to focus on what I can, and I am raising money to 
support my work family at this tough time. I’m doing 
Doortraits (socially distanced photo shoots by the front 
door!) to generate funds. I love it! It’s creative, connects 
me with others, and captures lockdown life. Check out my 
instagram page @doortraitsbysharon.  

I am grateful for the generosity of  many 
of  you, giving even though I can’t get to 
your house! 
If  you would like to support those in Peru 
who have no other resources, then 
please get in touch. 

“The government’s [quarantine] strategy works for the 30% of Peru that is employed in the formal sector, 
that’s been growing economically,” he says. “But there’s another 70% of Peru, which is informal, that doesn’t 
have access to basic services of health, education, nutrition, or to pensions and financial safety nets.” [Ivan 
Hidalgo Romero, academic director at the Institute of Government and Public Management in Lima.] 
More than 70% of Peruvians work for cash in the informal sector, with little job security and no possibility of 
sick pay. Working from home is impossible for the vast majority. Around 43% of the workforce is employed 
in agriculture or heavy industry, while construction and tourism make up the large bulk of the services 
sector. Less than a third of households have a computer. 
“We’re seeing the measures designed in the capital colliding with the reality of the country,” Hidalgo says.  
Staying home for long periods of time is impossible for the 44% of households that do not have a 
refrigerator, according to a 2018 government survey, with families needing to leave the house regularly to 
access food. As a result, busy food markets have become a hub of infection.

Please pray:
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